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a b s t r a c t
We present Brahms, an algorithm for sampling random nodes in a large dynamic system
prone to malicious behavior. Brahms stores small membership views at each node, and
yet overcomes Byzantine attacks by a linear portion of the system. Brahms is composed
of two components. The ﬁrst is an attack-resilient gossip-based membership protocol.
The second component extracts independent uniformly random node samples from the
stream of node ids gossiped by the ﬁrst. We evaluate Brahms using rigorous analysis,
backed by simulations, which show that our theoretical model captures the protocol’s
essentials. We study two representative attacks, and show that with high probability, an
attacker cannot create a partition between correct nodes. We further prove that each
node’s sample converges to an independent uniform one over time. To our knowledge,
no such properties were proven for gossip protocols in the past.
Ó 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
We consider the problem of sampling random nodes
(sometimes called peers) in a large dynamic system subject to adversarial (Byzantine) attacks. Random node sampling is important for many scalable dynamic applications,
including neighbor selection in constructing and maintaining overlay networks [23,32,35,37], selection of communication partners in gossip-based protocols [13,18,21], data
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sampling, and choosing locations for data caching, e.g., in
unstructured peer-to-peer networks [34].
Typically, in such applications, each node maintains a set
of random node ids that is asymptotically smaller than the
system size. This set is called the node’s local view. We consider a dynamic system, subject to churn, whereby the set of
active nodes changes over time. Local views in such a system must continuously evolve to incorporate new active
nodes and to remove ones that are no longer active. By using
small local views, the maintenance overhead is kept small.
In the absence of malicious behavior, small local views
can be effectively maintained with gossip-based membership protocols [1,21,22,26,43], which were proven to have
a low probability for partitions, including under churn [1].
Nevertheless, adversarial attacks present a major challenge for small local views. Previous Byzantine-tolerant gossip protocols either considered static settings where the full
membership is known to all [19,33,39], or maintained (almost) full local views [9,28] (i.e., views that include all the
nodes in the system), where faulty nodes cannot push correct
ones out of the view (please see Section 2 for more detailed
discussion of previous work). In contrast, small local views
are susceptible to poisoning with entries (node ids) originat-
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ing from faulty nodes; this is because in a dynamic system,
nodes must inherently accept new ids and store them in
place of old ones in their local views. In Section 3, we illustrate that traditional gossip-based membership is highly vulnerable to adversary attacks, which can quickly poison the
entire views of correct nodes.
It is even more challenging to provide independent uniform samples in such a setting. Even without Byzantine failures, gossip-based membership only ensures that
eventually the average representation of nodes in local
views is uniform [1,22,26], and not that every node obtains
an independent uniform random sample. Faulty nodes may
attempt to skew the system-wide distribution, as well as
the individual local view of a given node.
This paper addresses these challenges. In Section 4, we
present Brahms, a membership service that stores a subpﬃﬃﬃ
linear number of ids (e.g., H 3 n in a system of size n) at
each node, and provides each node with independent random node samples that converge to uniform ones over
time. The main ideas behind Brahms are (1) to use gossip-based membership with some extra defenses to make
it viable (in the sense that local views are not solely composed of faulty ids) in an adversarial setting; (2) to recognize that such a solution is susceptible to attacks that
may bias the views, i.e., cause certain nodes to be over-represented in views while others are under-represented (we
precisely quantify the extent of this bias mathematically);
and (3) to correct this bias at each node. Speciﬁcally, each
node maintains, in addition to the gossip-based local view,
an unbiased sample list of nodes.
To achieve the latter, we introduce Sampler, a component that obtains uniform samples out of a data stream
in which elements recur with an unknown bias. Sampler
uses min-wise independent permutations [14], and stores
one element of the stream at a time. In Brahms, the data
stream is comprised of gossiped ids, from which Samplers
obtain independent uniformly random id samples, and
store them in the sample list. By using such history samples
from the sample list to update part of the local view,
Brahms achieves self-healing from partitions that may occur with gossip-based membership. In particular, nodes
that have been active for sufﬁciently long (we quantify
how long) cannot be isolated from the rest of the system,
with high probability. The use of history samples is an
example of ampliﬁcation, whereby even a small healthy
sample of the past can boost the resilience of a constantly
evolving view. We note that only a small portion of the
view is updated with history samples, e.g., 10%. Therefore,
the protocol can still deal effectively with churn.
In Section 5, we deﬁne the attacker’s goals and the corresponding attack strategies, under which we evaluate
Brahms. We consider two possible goals for an attacker.
First, we study attacks that attempt to maximize the representation of faulty ids in local views at any given time. This
goal is achieved by a uniform attack, whereby the attacker
equally divides its power among all correct nodes. Second,
we consider an attacker that aims to partition the network.
The easiest way to do so is by isolating one node from the
rest [1]. Since samples help prevent isolation, we analyze
the most adverse circumstances, where an attack is
launched on a new node that joins the system when its
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samples are still empty, and when it does not yet appear
in views or samples of other nodes. We further assume that
such a targeted attack on the new node occurs in tandem
with an attack on the entire system, as described above.
One of the important contributions of this paper is our
mathematical analysis, which provides insights to the extent of damage that an attacker can cause and the effectiveness of various mechanisms for dealing with them.
Extensive simulations of Brahms with up to 4000 nodes
validate the few simplifying assumptions made in the analysis. We ﬁrst show (in Section 6) that whenever the set of
nodes remains connected, the sample lists converge to
independent uniformly random selections from among
pﬃﬃﬃall

nodes. We further show that if views are of size X 3 n ,
then the convergence rate is bounded independently of
the system size. Section 7 then analyzes the local views
generated by the gossip process and shows that under certain circumstances, they preserve the connectivity required for uniform samples.
Speciﬁcally, for the attack goal of maximizing the representation of faulty ids (Section 7.1), we show that under certain conditions on the adversary, even without using history
samples, the portion of faulty ids in local views generated by
Brahms’s gossip process is bounded by a constant smaller
than one. (Recall that the over-representation of faulty ids
is later ﬁxed by Sampler; the upper bound on faulty ids in
local views ensures Sampler has good ids to work with.)
Next, we consider the goal of isolating a node (Section
7.2). The key to proving that Brahms prevents, with high
probability, an attacked node’s isolation is in comparing
how long it takes for two competing processes to complete: on the one hand, we provide a lower bound on the
expected time to poison the entire view of the attacked
node, assuming there are no history samples at all. On
the other hand, we provide an upper bound on how fast
history samples are expected to converge, under the same
attack. Whenever the former exceeds the latter, the attacked node is expected to become immune to isolation
before it is isolated. We prove that with appropriate
parameter settings, this is indeed the case.
Finally, we simulate the complete system (Section 8),
and measure Brahms’s resilience to the combination of
both attacks. Our results show that, indeed, Brahms prevents the isolation of attacked nodes, its views never partition, and the membership samples converge to perfectly
random ones over time.

2. Related work
We are not familiar with any previous work explicitly
dealing with random node sampling in a Byzantine setting.
We next review previous work on Byzantine membership
(Section 2.1), node sampling and sampling from data streams
in benign settings (Section 2.2), and on the related problem
of Byzantine-resilient overlay construction (Section 2.3).
2.1. Byzantine membership
Most previous Byzantine-tolerant gossip based protocols have either considered static settings where the full
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membership is known to all [19,33,39] or focused on maintaining full local views [9,28] rather than partial samples.
The only exception we are aware of is the Secure peer sampling service (SPSS) [27].
This paper considers an attack on gossip-based
membership, whereby the attackers send many faulty ids
to correct nodes. The proposed service, SPSS, mitigates
such attacks by gathering statistics about over-represented
node ids. Over-represented ids are deemed faulty, and are
removed from views. However, as the authors show, the
effectiveness of this approach is limited to a small number
of malicious nodes (in the order of the view size). In contrast, Brahms tolerates HðnÞ Byzantine failures with views
pﬃﬃﬃ
of size Hð 3 nÞ. Moreover, SPSS is only evaluated in simulations and no formal proofs of its properties are given.
2.2. Node sampling and sampling from streams
Gossip-based membership [1,21,22,26,43] is a robust
and efﬁcient technique for maintaining small, (typically
logarithmic-size) local views in the presence of benign failures, ensuring a low probability for partitions [1], and an
eventual uniform average representation of nodes in local
views [1,22,26]. However, even in benign settings, it does
not ensure that every node eventually obtains a uniform
random sample as Brahms does. Furthermore, as we show
in Section 3, it is vulnerable to Byzantine failures.
Proven near-uniform node samples can be obtained
using a Random Walk (RW). Random walks are often used
for peer sampling and counting in peer-to-peer networks;
their outcome is used for overlay construction and for
the maintenance of partial local membership views
[23,32,36,10]. RWs have also been recently proposed to
combat Sybil attacks [44] (in which malicious nodes forge
identities in order to impose as multiple nodes). However,
the correctness of RW-based sampling depends on the network topology. If the actual topology is different from the
assumed one, then the sample produced by the RW may
be far from uniform [23]. In contrast, Brahms does not assume any speciﬁc network topology. Its sole assumption is
that the graph formed by correct nodes is connected.
Moreover, using RWs in a Byzantine setting is problematic,
because a faulty node anywhere along the path of a random walk can render the information obtained in this walk
useless.
King and Saia [31] present a method for (proven) uniform sampling in a distributed hash table (DHT) like Chord,
which is not resilient to Byzantine attacks [15].
Uniform sampling is related to the problem of load-balancing data over nodes in a DHT [29,30], which strives to
achieve the following: given a data item, the node that
stores it should be chosen uniformly at random. Typically
in DHTs, all nodes use the same hash function for mapping
data to nodes, in order to facilitate data location. This approach results in an unbalanced load, which can be improved by creating multiple virtual nodes for each real
node [29], or by dynamic re-balancing of the key space
[30]. In contrast, our application does not require all nodes
to agree on a common hash function. Brahms ensures balanced sampling (i.e., that every correct node appears with
the same probability in every sample of a correct node), by

using random (or pseudo-random) hash functions, picked
independently by each node.
Various previous works have dealt with benign sampling, e.g., from unbiased data streams [42] or from
biased data streams with a known bias [8,17]. Other
works have focused on unbiasing data samples from a
random access medium rather than a stream [11], or
counting the number of distinct elements in a (possibly
biased) stream, e.g., [2,12]. However, we are not aware
of previous work providing uniform samples from a data
stream with an unknown bias, as our Sampler component does.
2.3. Byzantine resilient overlays
One application of Brahms is Byzantine-tolerant overlay
construction. Brahms’s sampling allows each node to connect with some random correct nodes, thus constructing
an overlay in which the sub-graph of correct nodes is connected. As noted above, previous Byzantine-tolerant gossip-based membership solutions have maintained
(almost) full local views [9,28] or withstood only weak attacks [27].
Several recent works have focused explicitly on securing overlays, mostly structured ones, also attempting to
ensure that all correct nodes may communicate with each
other using the overlay, i.e., to prevent the eclipse attack
[40,41], where routing tables of correct nodes are gradually
poisoned with links to adversarial nodes. These works typically assume that faulty nodes cannot control their ids,
which is implemented by using mechanisms such as a CA
[28,15,40] or a cryptographic random number generator
[5]. Brahms also assumes that the number of ids controlled
by faulty nodes is bounded, but does allow faulty nodes to
control their own ids.
Singh et al. [40,41] proposed a defense against eclipse
attacks in structured overlays, based on the observation
that when an eclipse attack is launched, the in-degree of
faulty nodes is likely to be higher than the average in-degree of correct nodes. The idea is, therefore, to audit node
degrees, and choose neighbors whose degree is below
some threshold. Unlike Brahms, this does not result in a
uniform random selection of neighbors. Finally, this approach is not appropriate for unstructured overlays.
Other solutions for Byzantine-tolerant structured overlays maintain constrained routing tables, where faulty
nodes are not over-represented, in addition to the regular
routing tables, in which faulty nodes might by over-represented [15,16]. This approach resembles our unbiasing of
the local views. However, the constrained table is not proven to be a uniform sample of the nodes. Moreover, unlike
Brahms, these solutions require either frequent id reassignment [16] or a secure way of measuring network distances [15].
Awerbuch and Schiedeler propose Byzantine-tolerant
structured overlay constructions [4,6,7], with logarithmic-size views. However, unlike Brahms, they either require constant re-joining [4] or employ a complex
cryptographic random-number generator [5] and need id
re-distributions upon every join [6,7]. Moreover, these
solutions are much more complex than Brahms.
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Finally, unlike the works mentioned above, we present
a general sampling technique, one application of which is
building Byzantine-resilient unstructured overlays.

3. Model, goal, and challenges
We describe the system model, outline our design goal,
and illustrate the challenges in achieving it.
3.1. System model
We consider a collection U of nodes, each identiﬁed by a
unique id. We do not constrain the way in which node ids
are chosen. Nevertheless, nodes are not allowed to use
multiple ids, which rules out massive Sybil attacks [20]
(where one faulty node can impersonate as many nodes).
Such an assignment of identiﬁers can be implemented,
e.g, by a certiﬁcation authority. Individual nodes do not
know the entire set of nodes U. Rather, each node has some
initial knowledge of a small set of other nodes, so that the
graph induced by this knowledge is connected.
The system is subject to churn, i.e., nodes can join and
leave (or crash) dynamically. A node that has joined and
did not leave or crash is active. A correct active node follows the protocol, whereas faulty active nodes may exploit
the protocol to attack other nodes. Every pair of nodes can
communicate with each other directly through bidirectional reliable links, provided that they know each other’s
ids. We assume a mechanism, which we call limited send,
that limits the rate of sent messages by incurring a cost
to the sender. This can be implemented in different ways,
e.g., computational challenges like Merkle’s puzzles [38],
virtual currency, etc. A node can determine the source of
every incoming message, and cannot intercept messages
addressed to other nodes (this is the standard ‘‘unauthenticated” Byzantine model [3]). For simplicity of the analysis, we assume a synchronous model with a discrete
global clock, zero processing times, and message latencies
of a single time unit.
3.2. Design goal
Each node maintains a list of node ids called sample list.
Intuitively, each entry in the sample list should converge to
an independent uniform random sample of the active
nodes. However, the notion of a uniform sample is only
meaningful when applied to a ﬁxed set, and not to an
ever-changing one. Therefore, for the sake of specifying
our protocol’s goal, we assume that there is a time T 0 at
which churn ceases, and require each entry in the sample
list to converge to an independent uniform random sample
of the nodes that are active from time T 0 onward.
Similarly to some previous works, for the sake of the
analysis we assume that churn ceases at time T 0 . However,
in a real deployed system, the churn may actually never
cease. Although we do not deﬁne sample distribution under churn formally, intuitively, we expect that nodes that
have been around in the system ‘‘long enough” would be
uniformly represented in other node’s samples. New nodes
can be expected to be under-represented.
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3.3. Design challenges – vulnerabilities of gossip-based
membership
Gossip-based protocols (e.g. [1,26]) are a well-known
mechanism for membership information dissemination in
the presence of churn. These protocols maintain at each
node a small subset of active node ids, called view. The primary goal of a gossip-based membership service is to preserve connectivity of the overlay induced by the nodes’
views; that is, to avoid network partitions. Note that connectivity is also a prerequisite for random sampling, since
nodes in distinct connected components have zero probability for learning about each other.
Nodes propagate membership information through two
primitives, push – unsolicited sending of a node’s id to
some other node in the sender’s view, and pull – requestreply retrieval of another node’s view. Pushes allow new
active nodes to become represented in other nodes’ views,
whereas pulls spread knowledge about active nodes
throughout the system. Allavena et al. [1] have shown that
both are needed in order to avoid partitions and star-like
topologies with high probability. They have further shown
that in benign gossip that uses both pull and push, network
partitions are unlikely. That is, the expected time until a
partition is exponential in the view size and the isolated
component’s size. Thus, sufﬁciently large views guarantee
negligible partition probability. Extensive empirical studies [21,26] have validated that gossip-based protocols
maintain connectivity in benign setting in practice.
We now illustrate that traditional gossip is not resilient
to adversarial pushes and pulls. For example, an adversary
can choose to over-represent the faulty ids in the views of
some correct nodes. We illustrate how both push and pull
can be abused so as to lead to rapid poisoning of views at
all correct nodes.
For clarity of illustration, we ﬁrst demonstrate simple
attacks on push-only gossip and on pull-only gossip separately. We then comment on how the attack on a combined
push–pull algorithm also results in a rapid poisoning.
Push ﬂooding. The adversary can ﬂood correct nodes
with pushes of faulty ids, and thus to cause all views of correct nodes to quickly become poisoned with faulty ids. To
mitigate push ﬂooding, we use the limited send mechanism
for push messages (described in Section 3.1). Although
employing limited send is necessary, it is not sufﬁcient:
while such rate-limiting prevents the adversary from ﬂooding all correct nodes in parallel, an attacker can still target
correct nodes one by one. When a node is attacked by push
ﬂooding, its view becomes fully poisoned, and as a result,
this node stops pushing its id to other correct nodes. Subsequently, the representation of the attacked node in correct
nodes’ views is exponentially decaying, and the node is isolated in time which is logarithmic in the view size.
This process is illustrated in Fig. 1: ﬁrst, the attacker focuses on one node u, and leads to complete poisoning of its
view (Fig. 1a). For simplicity, Fig. 1a shows the effect of this
attack on a push-only protocol; when pull and push are
combined, a similar degradation occurs, although it might
take longer, as we show in Section 7. Once the attacker succeeds in poisoning u’s entire view, all of u’s pushes are sent
to faulty nodes (Fig. 1b), and consequently, u disappears
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Fig. 1. Malicious attacks on traditional gossip protocols using push and pull requests. (a) Faulty nodes ﬂood a correct node u with pushes, and totally poison
its view. (b) Node u with a totally poisoned view sends pushes only to faulty nodes, and ceases being represented in the views of other correct nodes. (c) Node
u pulls views from two correct nodes with 50% correct ids, and two faulty nodes. (d) The faulty nodes return only faulty ids, thus poisoning 75% of u’s view.

from the views of other correct nodes. Once this occurs, u is
isolated from the system, and the attacker can proceed to
attack additional nodes.
Skewed pull responses. Faulty nodes can return only
faulty ids in response to pull requests. Since pulls from correct nodes return faulty ids as well as correct ids, this
behavior leads to exponential decay in the representation
of correct nodes in the system.
The effect of this attack on a purely pull-based gossip
protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1c and d. In this example,
the system begins a gossip round in a state where 50% of
ids in all views are faulty, (Fig. 1c), and we see that at
the end of the same round, 75% of the ids in a typical node’s
view are faulty (Fig. 1d).
Push–pull gossip. Unlike in push-only gossip where the
whole view is updated with pushes only, in push–pull gossip a constant part of each view is updated with pushes,
while the other part is updated with pulls. Despite the fact
that only a part of the view is updated with pushes, push
ﬂooding in push–pull gossip will take a logarithmic time
in the view size to poison the view. This effect is even
worsened, since the other part of the view is updated with
pulls, suffering from an adverse effect of skewed pulls.
These scenarios demonstrate that an adversary can exploit traditional gossip to bias the distribution of ids in
the views of correct nodes. In the long run, an attacker
can disintegrate the entire overlay, thus precluding peer
sampling completely. Brahms adopts a two-layer approach
to this problem. As a ﬁrst step, we guarantee, with high
probability, that the attacker cannot isolate correct nodes,
that is, the maximum bias to their views is bounded. As a
second step, we correct the incurred bias through local uniform sampling.

4. The Brahms protocol
Brahms has two components. The local sampling component maintains a sample list S – a tuple of uniform samples from the set of ids that traversed the node (Section
4.1). The gossip component is a distributed protocol that
spreads ids across the network (Section 4.2), and maintains
a dynamic view V. We denote the size of V by ‘1 and the
size of S by ‘2 . Each node has some initial V (e.g., received
from some bootstrap server or peer node). V and S may
contain duplicates, and some entries in S may be undeﬁned (denoted ?).
4.1. Sampling
Sampler is a building block for uniform sampling of unique elements from a data stream. The input stream may
be biased, that is, some values may appear in it more than
others. Sampler accepts one element at a time as input,
produces one output, and stores a single element at a time.
The output is a uniform random choice of one of the unique
inputs witnessed thus far. For example, assume some id,
id1 , appears only once in a certain input stream, while another id, id2 , appears 1000 times in the same stream; Sampler’s output on this stream has an equal probability of
being id1 as for being id2 .
Sampler uses min-wise independent permutations [14]. A
family of permutations H over a range ½1 . . . jUj is min-wise
independent if for any set X  ½1 . . . jUj and any x 2 X, if h is
1
.
chosen at random from H, then PrðminfhðXÞg ¼ hðxÞÞ ¼ jXj
That is, all the elements of any ﬁxed set X have an equal
chance to have the minimum image under h. Pseudo-ran-
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dom functions (e.g., [24]) are considered an excellent practical approximation of min-wise independent permutations, provided that jUj is large, e.g., 2160.
The pseudo-code of sampler appears in Fig. 2a. It selects
a random min-wise independent function h upon initialization, and applies it to all input values (in the next()
function). The input with the smallest image value encountered thus far becomes the output returned by the sample() function. The property of uniform sampling from
the set of unique observed ids follows directly from the
deﬁnition of a min-wise independent permutation family.
Brahms maintains a tuple of ‘2 sampled elements in a
vector of ‘2 Sampler blocks (see Fig. 2b), which select
hashes independently. The same stream of ids observed
by the node is input to all Samplers. Sampled ids are periodically probed (e.g., using pings), and a sampler that holds
an inactive node is invalidated (re-initialized). Thus, when
churn ceases, each sample converges to an independent
uniform random selection from among the active nodes.
4.2. Gossip
Brahms’s view is maintained by a gossip protocol as
shown in Fig. 3. We denote list concatenation by . By
slight abuse of notation, we denote both the vector of sam-
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plers and their outputs (the sample list) by S. Brahms executes in (unsynchronized) rounds. It uses two means for
propagation: (1) push – sending the node’s id to some other
node, and (2) pull – retrieving the view from another node.
These operations serve two different purposes: pushes are
required to reinforce knowledge about nodes that are under-represented in other nodes’ views (e.g., newborn
nodes), whereas pulls are needed to spread existing knowledge within the network [1].
Brahms uses parameters a > 0; b > 0, and c > 0 that
satisfy a þ b þ c ¼ 1, to control the portion of pushed ids,
pulled ids, and history samples in the new view, respectively. In a single round, a correct node issues a‘1 push requests and b‘1 pull requests to destinations randomly
selected from its view, possibly with repetitions (Lines
22–26). At the end of each round, V and S are updated with
fresh ids. While all received ids are streamed to S (Line 37),
re-computing V requires extra care, to protect against poisoning of the views with faulty ids. Brahms offers the following set of techniques to mitigate this problem.
Limited pushes. Since pushes arrive unsolicited, an
adversary with an unlimited capacity could swamp the
system with push requests. Then, correct ids would be
propagated mainly through pulls, and their representation
would decay exponentially [1]. The protocol employs lim-

Fig. 2. Uniform sampling from an id stream in Brahms. (a) Sampler’s pseudo-code. (b) Sampling and validation of ‘2 ids.

Fig. 3. The pseudo-code of Brahms.
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Fig. 4. View re-computation in Brahms.

ited sending of push messages (performed by send_lim),
hence the system-wide fraction of faulty pushes is
constrained.
Attack detection and blocking. While using limited
pushes prevents a simultaneous attack on all correct
nodes, it provides no solace against an adversary that
ﬂoods a speciﬁc node. Brahms protects against such a targeted attack by blocking the update of V. Namely, if more
than the expected a‘1 pushes are received in a round,
Brahms does not update V in that round (Line 35).
Although this policy slows down progress, its expected impact in the absence of attacks is bounded (nodes recompute V in most rounds). Thanks to limited pushes, the
adversary cannot block all correct nodes simultaneously,
i.e., some nodes make progress even under an attack.
Controlling the contribution of pushes versus pulls.
As most correct nodes do not suffer from targeted attacks
(due to limited pushes), their views are threatened by pulls
from neighbors more than by adversarial pushes. This is
because whereas all pushes from correct nodes are correct,
a pull from a random correct node may contribute some
faulty ids. Hence, the contribution of pushes and pulls to
V must be balanced: pushes must be constrained to protect
the targeted nodes, while pulls must be constrained to protect the rest. Brahms updates V with randomly chosen a‘1
pushed ids and b‘1 pulled ids (Line 36).
History samples. The attack detection and blocking
technique can slowdown a targeted attack, but not prevent
it completely. Note that if the adversary succeeds to increase its representation in a victim’s view through targeted pushes, it subsequently causes this victim to pull
more data from faulty nodes. As the attacked node’s view
deteriorates, it sends fewer pushes to correct nodes, causing its system-wide representation to decrease. It then receives fewer correct pushes, opening the door for more
faulty pushes.3 Brahms overcomes such attacks using a
self-healing mechanism, whereby a portion c of V reﬂects
the history, i.e., previously observed ids (Line 36). A direct
use of history does not help since the latter may also be
biased. Therefore, we use feedback from S to obtain unbiased history samples. Once some correct id becomes the attacked node’s permanent sample (or the node’s id becomes a
permanent sample of some other correct node), the threat of
isolation is eliminated. Fig. 4 illustrates the view re-computation procedure.

3
This avalanche process can be started, e.g., by opportunistically sending
the target a slightly higher number of pushes than expected. Since correct
pushes are random, a round in which sufﬁciently few correct pushes arrive,
such that Brahms does not detect an attack, is expected to happen soon.

Parameter settings. Brahms’s parameters control a
tradeoff between performance in a benign setting and resilience against Byzantine attacks. For example, c must not be
too large since the algorithm needs to deal with churn; on
the other hand, it must not be so small as to make the feedback ineffective. We show in Section 8 that c ¼ 0:1 is enough for protecting V from partitions. The choice of ‘1 and
‘2 is crucial for guaranteeing that a targeted attack can be
contained until the attacked node’s sample stabilizes. We
study their impact in Section 7, where we show that choospﬃﬃﬃ
ing ‘1 ; ‘2 ¼ Hð 3 nÞ sufﬁces to protect even nodes that are attacked immediately upon joining the system.
5. Analysis structure
In this section, we ﬁrst present the deﬁnitions and the
assumptions used in the analysis of our protocol, and then
discuss the attack models and analysis structure.
5.1. Deﬁnitions
We study the asymptotical properties of a system of n
active nodes, after a point T 0 at which churn ceases. The
subset of correct nodes is denoted C. The faulty nodes comprise less than some fraction f < 1 of n. We assume that
the system-wide fraction of pushes that all faulty nodes
can jointly send (using limited send) in a single round
(time unit) is at most p, for some p < 1.
We denote the view and the sample list at node u at
time t by V u ðtÞ and S u ðtÞ, respectively. We deﬁne the overlay graph N ðtÞ, induced by the union of V and S at all correct nodes, which captures their knowledge about each
other at time t as follows:

N ðtÞ , fC;

[

fðu; vÞjv 2 ðV u ðtÞ [ S u ðtÞÞ \ Cgg:

u2C

We also deﬁne VðtÞ, a subgraph of N ðtÞ induced by V of
correct nodes (edges induced by S are omitted):

VðtÞ , fC;

[

fðu; vÞjv 2 V u ðtÞ \ Cgg:

u2C

For a node u, the number of its incoming edges in a graph is
called its in-degree, and the number of outgoing edges is
called its out-degree. For example the in-degree of node u in
VðtÞ is the number of instances of u in views of correct nodes,
and its out-degree is the number of correct ids in its view. The
degree of u is the sum of its in-degree and out-degree.
Analysis assumptions. Brahms’s resilience depends on
the connectivity of the overlay graph N ðtÞ. We assume a
necessary condition for initial connectivity, namely, that
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the view of every joining correct node contains some correct ids (though the ratio of faulty ids in the view is not
necessarily bounded by f). We further assume that before
an attack starts, the in-degrees and out-degrees of all correct nodes are (roughly) equal. This property is an approximation of reality – Jelasity et al. [26] have shown that
benign gossip leads to a low variance in in-degrees. Our
simulations demonstrate that our results, which use this
assumption, are valid.
5.2. Attack models and analysis structure
We start our analysis by evaluating two important properties of Brahms. First, we show an upper bound on the time
for a correct node’s sample to permanently contain at least
one correct id. Second, we show a lower bound on the time
to isolate a correct node from all other correct nodes in VðtÞ.
The key resilience property achieved by Brahms is that
under certain conditions on ‘1 ; ‘2 and p, the upper bound is
smaller than the lower bound. Thus, an attacked node will
be permanently connected to at least one correct node
sooner than it can be isolated by the attack. Since the easiest way an adversary can cause a partition in N ðtÞ is by
isolating one correct node from the rest [1], this property
of Brahms implies that an adversary cannot cause a partition in N ðtÞ. Notice that the lower bound is shown without
any utilization of the sample lists by correct nodes.
The upper bound. Assuming N ðtÞ is connected, in Section 6.1, we show that eventually, the sample S u is a uniform random sample. In Section 6.2, we analyze the time
it takes for S u to permanently include at least one correct
id, and in Section 6.3 we show that there exist ‘1 and ‘2 that
guarantee this time to be independent of the system size.
The lower bound. In Section 7 we analyze the time to
isolate a correct node in VðtÞ. In order for some node to
be partitioned from the rest, its view needs to be ﬁlled solely with ids of faulty nodes. Thus, we assume that faulty
nodes always prefer to increase their representation in
the views of correct nodes rather than decrease it. That
is, they push only faulty ids to correct nodes and always return faulty ids in pulls. Likewise, faulty nodes always respond to probe requests, to avoid invalidation.
Due to the use of limited send in push messages, the
number of pushes each faulty node is able to send in a single communication round is limited. In Appendix B.1 we
prove that the best strategy of faulty nodes for maximizing
their representation in the views of correct nodes is to distribute their pushes evenly among all correct nodes. We
call this a balanced attack. Section 7.1 analyzes this attack
and evaluates the system-wide portion of faulty ids in
the views of correct nodes as a function of time. We show
that this portion converges to a ﬁxed-point, i.e., after some
time it remains a constant smaller than 1.
The use of blocking makes it counter-productive for
faulty nodes to ﬂood a single victim node with too many
pushes. Thus, while some of the pushes sent by faulty
nodes are devoted to isolating the victim, other pushes
are used to increase the representation of faulty nodes in
the views of all correct nodes in the system. Hence, in order
to isolate a correct node, faulty nodes should focus their
pushes on a single target node as much as possible (i.e.,
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without triggering blocking at that node) and at the same
time, perform a balanced attack on the other correct nodes
in the system. We call this a targeted attack. Section 7.2
presents the analysis of this attack.
The correctness of Brahms, i.e., that the shown upper
bound is smaller than the lower bound, is maintained only
under certain conditions on ‘1 ; ‘2 and p. On one hand, when
pﬃﬃﬃ
‘1 and ‘2 grow as 3 n, the time for a correct node’s sample
to permanently contain a correct id is constant, as proven
in Section 6.3. On the other hand, the lower bound proven
in Section 7.2 depends only on a; b; ‘1 and p. Thus, we can
choose ‘1 so that the time to isolate a correct node becomes
arbitrarily large, independently of n. Section 8 illustrates
concrete values of ‘1 and ‘2 that meet these requirements.
6. Analysis – sampling
In this section we analyze the properties of a sample S u
of a correct node u. Let s ¼ S u ½i be a sampler element for
some correct u and some i. Recall that s employs a permutation s:h, chosen independently at random. Let sðtÞ denote
the output of s at time t. We deﬁne the perfect id corresponding to s; s , to be the id with the minimal value of s:h among
all n ids (we neglect collisions for the sake of the deﬁnition).
Note that s can be either a correct or a faulty id. In Section
6.1 we show that s eventually converges to an independent
uniform random sample. In Section 6.2 we analyze how fast
a node obtains at least one correct perfect sample, as needed
for self-healing. Section 6.3 discusses scalability, namely,
how to choose view sizes that ensure a constant convergence time, independent of system size. For readability,
some formal proofs are deferred to Appendix A, while this
section overviews the proof approach.
6.1. Eventual convergence to uniform sample
Consider a sampler s 2 Su of node u. The perfect id of s,
s , samples ids uniformly at random by deﬁnition of minwise independent family of hash functions. Thus, our goal
is to prove that s eventually holds s . Obviously, for s to
be able to sample some correct node v, the id of v has to
reach u. To allow for such reachability between all the correct nodes, we require the overlay graph N ðtÞ to remain
weakly connected after T 0 . That is, the undirected graph, obtained from N ðtÞ by replacing all of its directed edges with
undirected ones, is connected for all t P T 0 . The following
theorem shows that under this assumption each id eventually has the same probability to be sampled by s.
Theorem 6.1. If N ðtÞ remains weakly connected for each
t P T 0 , then, for all v 2 C,

1
PrðsðtÞ ¼ vÞ!t!1 :
n
Proof. Let u be an active node at time T 0 . Then all active
nodes send pushes in every round > T 0 (recall that we
assume this also for faulty nodes, see Section 5). We now
consider a time t 0 > T 0 , and study the number of ids
observed by u as a random process from time t 0 onward.
We denote by Visitedu ðtÞ the union of ids were included
in u’s local view between time t0 and time t. That is,
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Visitedu ðtÞ ,
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t
[
t 0 ¼t

V u ðt 0 Þ:

0

We will show that eventually, Visitedu ðtÞ includes all active
nodes. h
Proposition 6.2. For every t P t 0 , if Visitedu ðtÞ does not
already contain all active nodes, there is a probability,
bounded from below by some positive constant b, for
Visitedu ðt þ 3Þ to include a node that is not in Visitedu ðtÞ.
Proof. By connectivity of N ðtÞ, there is a path in N ðtÞ from
every node in Visitedu ðtÞ to every node that is not
in Visitedu ðtÞ. Consider an edge between some u1 2
Visitedu ðtÞ and some u2 R Visitedu ðtÞ.
There is a positive probability for u1 to be in V u ðtÞ The
probability that u is the perfect sample of every sampler is
1=n, and hence, once u1 is included in V u ðt 0 Þ, for some
t0 6 t0 6 t, it has a nonzero probability of being sampled in
S u ðt 0 Þ. Since a perfect id remains in S u forever, u1 has a
nonzero probability of being added back to V u ðtÞ as a
history sample.
We now show that u2 has a positive probability to be
added to Visitedu within at most 3 rounds. That is,
Prðu2 2 Visitedu ðt þ 3ÞÞ > b. There are 4 possible cases,
depending on the type of edge between u1 and u2 .
(1) u2 2 V u1 ðtÞ. As we have shown earlier, u1 has a nonzero probability of being in V u ðtÞ. Thus, there is a
positive probability for u to pull from u1 at round t,
and since u2 2 V u1 ðtÞ; u2 has a nonzero probability
of being returned in the pull and included into
V u ðt þ 1Þ, and we are done.
(2) u1 2 V u2 ðtÞ. There is a positive probability for u2 to
push to u1 at round t, leading to u2 being in
V u1 ðt þ 1Þ, and the proof continues as case 1.
(3) u2 2 S u1 ðtÞ. There is a positive probability for u2 to be
added to V u1 ðt þ 1Þ as a history sample, and the
proof continues as case 1.
(4) u1 2 S u2 ðtÞ. There is a positive probability for u1 to be
added to V u2 ðt þ 1Þ as a history sample, and the
proof continues as case 2.
Let the probability of the least probable event (or a
sequence of at most 3 events) to be b. We conclude that for
every u and every t > t0 ; Visitedu ðt þ 3Þ contains a new id
that was not included in Visitedu ðtÞ with probability at least b.
From Proposition 6.2, it follows immediately that with
n
probability at least b ; Visitedu ðt þ 3nÞ contains all active
nodes. That is, for every node u, and at every time t in the run
of the protocol after T 0 , there is a positive probability for u to
observe every other node’s id in its stream by time t þ 3n.
Since the event of u observing all the other ids by time t þ 3n
has nonzero, bounded from below, probability of occurring
starting from every time t > T 0 , eventually, with probability
1, there will be some t when this even will occur. Then, by
sampler properties, each id is sampled with probability 1=n.
Recall that we assumed (Section 5) that faulty active
nodes always seek to maximize their representation, and
therefore, send pushes to correct nodes and respond to
invalidation probes. Therefore, they appear in the gossip

streams, and are sampled with the same probability as
correct nodes. In a system where this assumption does not
hold, and faulty active nodes may refrain from responding
to pings, the probability that a correct id is sampled
h
i
h
i
1
1
or 1n ; jCj
, instead of
converges to the range 1n ; ð1f
Þn
exactly to 1=n as stated above. h
The next lemma discusses the convergence rate of
samples.
Lemma 6.3. From T 0 onward, for each correct node u, the
expected fraction of samplers in Su that output their perfect ids
grows linearly with the fraction of unique ids observed by u.
Proof. Let DðtÞ be the set of ids observed by u until time t,
for t > T 0 . Note that DðtÞ contains only ids that are active
after T 0 , since inactive ids are invalidated and no invalidations happen after T 0 (recall that at time T 0 churn ceases).
. Since for
Then, for each u’s sampler s; Prðs 2 DðtÞÞ ¼ jDðtÞj
n
each s such that s 2 DðtÞ; sðt0Þ ¼ s for each t0 P t, the
lemma follows. h
6.2. Convergence to ﬁrst perfect sample
We show a lower bound on the probability that S u contains at least one perfect id of an active correct node, as a
function of the set of ids that u observes, and system parameters. This provides an upper bound on the time it takes S u
to ensure self-healing and prevent u’s isolation. For the sake
of proving the lower bound, we made worst-case assumption: we assume that u joins the system at time T 0 , with
an empty sample. Let KðtÞ be the number of correct ids observed by u from time T 0 to time t. Our analysis depends on
the number of unique ids observed by u, rather than directly on K. Obviously, it is unrealistic to expect our gossip
protocol to produce independent uniform random samples
(cf. [26]). Indeed, achieving this property is the goal of sampler. In order to capture the bias in K, we deﬁne a stream
deﬁciency factor, 0 6 q 6 1, so that a stream of length KðtÞ
produced by our gossip mechanism includes as many random unique ids as a stream of length qKðtÞ in which correct
ids are independent and distributed uniformly at random.
This is akin to the clustering coefﬁcient of gossip-based
overlays [26]. We empirically measured q to be about 0:4
with our gossip protocol (see Section 7.2).
In the following lemma we study the dependency between the probability of a sampler to output its correct perfect id, the number KðtÞ of (non-unique) correct ids streamed
into the sampler, and the stream deﬁciency factor q.
Proposition 6.4. Let s be a sampler. Then, for jCj  1 and for
each t > T 0 ,

PrðsðtÞ–s js 2 CÞ ¼ e

qKðtÞ
jCj

:

Proof idea. A sampler does not output its correct perfect
id only if that id did not occur in the stream. We calculate
the probability of this event as a function of the effective
number qKðtÞ of independent and uniformly distributed
correct ids in the stream by time t. The full proof appears
in Appendix A.1.
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We deﬁne the perfect sample probability PSP u ðtÞ as the
probability that S u ðtÞ contains at least one correct perfect
id. The convergence rate of PSP is captured by the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let u be a random correct node. Then, for t > T 0 ,


‘2
qKðtÞ

PSP u ðtÞ P 1  ð1  f Þe jCj þ f :

PrðsðtÞ–s _ s R CÞ ¼ PrðsðtÞ–s js 2 CÞPrðs 2 CÞ þ Prðs R CÞ
qKðtÞ
jCj

þ f:

The perfect sample probability PSP u ðtÞ equals 1 minus the
probability of each of ‘2 samplers not outputting a correct
perfect id, that is:



PSP u ðtÞ P 1  ð1  f Þe

qKðtÞ



jCj

þf

‘2

:

Fig. 5 illustrates the dependence of PSP on the stream
size KðtÞ and on ‘2 . For example, we see that when the
pﬃﬃﬃ
sample size is 40 ¼ 4 3 n (for n ¼ 1000; f ¼ 0:2), and the
portion of unique ids in the stream is q ¼ 0:4, a correct perfect sample is obtained, with probability close to 1, after
300 ids traverse the node. h
6.3. Scalability
From Lemma 6.5, we see that PSP depends on K and ‘2 .
To get a higher PSP, we can increase either of them. While
increasing K is achieved by increasing ‘1 , and consequently
the network trafﬁc, increasing ‘2 has only a memory cost.
We now study the asymptotic behavior of PSPu ðtÞ as the
number of nodes, n, increases. When a node has ‘2 samplers, and f is ﬁxed, Xð‘2 Þ of them have correct perfect sam-
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ple, s , with high probability. Therefore, by Proposition 6.4,
the probability at least one of these Xð‘2 Þ samplers outputting its perfect id satisﬁes, with high probability


 qKðtÞ ‘2 

qKðtÞ‘2 
PSP u ðtÞ P X 1  e n
¼ X 1  e n :
For a constant t; KðtÞ ¼ Xð‘21 Þ since there are Xð‘1 Þ pulls,


‘2 ‘2
1
obtaining Xð‘1 Þ ids each. Thus, PSPu ðtÞ P X 1  e n .

Proof. Since u has ‘2 independent samplers, the probability of each one to have a correct perfect id is
Prðs 2 CÞ P 1  f . Similarly, Prðs R CÞ 6 f . Based on Proposition 6.4, the probability of sðtÞ not being a correct perfect
id is

6 ð1  f Þe
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Fig. 5. Growth of the probability to observe at least one correct perfect
sample (Perfect Sample Probability – PSP) with the stream size, for 1000
nodes, f ¼ 0:2, and q ¼ 0:4.

For scalability, it is important that for a given t; PSPu ðtÞ will
be bounded by a constant independent of the system size.
This condition is satisﬁed when ‘21  ‘2 ¼ XðnÞ, e.g., when
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
‘2 ¼ ‘1 ¼ X 3 n , or when ‘1 ¼ X 4 n and ‘2 ¼ X 2 n . To
reduce network trafﬁc at the cost of a higher memory con

sumption, one can set ‘1 ¼ Xðlog nÞ and ‘2 ¼ X logn2 n .
When choosing parameter values for our simulations later
pﬃﬃﬃ
in the paper, we use ‘2 ¼ ‘1 ¼ c 3 n for c ¼ 2 and c ¼ 3.
7. Analysis – overlay connectivity
We now prove that Brahms, with appropriate parameter settings, maintains overlay connectivity despite the attacks deﬁned in Section 5, satisfying the prerequisite for
Theorem 6.1.
We study two possible adversary targets. The ﬁrst target, addressed in Section 7.1, is increasing the global representation of faulty ids. We prove that in any single round, a
balanced attack, which spreads faulty pushes evenly among
correct nodes, maximizes the expected system-wide fraction of faulty ids at the end of the round, among all strategies. (A similar approach of analyzing the adversary’s
damage in a single round was taken, e.g., in [33].) We proceed by analyzing the effect of this attack, namely the evolution of the system-wide fraction of faulty ids at the end
of each round. We further show that under certain conditions this fraction converges to a value that is strictly smaller than 1. That is, this attack alone can not partition the
network.
We next consider an attack that attempts to partition
the network (rather than increase the faulty nodes’ representation) by targeting a subset of nodes with more pushes
than in a balanced attack. Without prior information about
the overlay’s topology, attacking a single node can be most
damaging, since the sets of edges adjacent to single nodes
are likely to be the sparsest cuts in the overlay. Section 7.2
shows that had Brahms not used history samples, correct
nodes could have been isolated in this manner. However,
Brahms withstands such targeted attacks, even if they start
immediately upon a node’s join, when the node is not represented in other views and has no history. The key property we prove is that Brahms’s gossip prevents isolation
long enough for history samples to become effective. This
section employs stochastic analysis backed by simulations.
Notation. We study time-varying random variables,
listed in Table 1. A local variable at a speciﬁc correct node
u is subscripted by u. When used without subscript, a variable corresponds to a random correct node. The variable x
denotes the number of faulty ids in the node’s view (1  x
is the node’s out-degree in the overlay of correct nodes)
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Table 1
Random variable deﬁnitions.
Correct node u
Number/fraction

Random correct node
Number/fraction

Semantics

xu ðtÞ
xu ðtÞ=~
~u ðtÞ
yu ðtÞ=y
g push
ðtÞ=g~push
ðtÞ
u
u
ðtÞ=~rpush
ðtÞ
rpush
u
u
pull
pull
g u ðtÞ=g~u ðtÞ
rpull
rpull
u ðtÞ=~
u ðtÞ

xðtÞ=~
xðtÞ

Faulty ids in the node’s view (complement to out-degree)
Occurrences of the node in views of correct nodes (in-degree)
Correct ids pushed to the node
Faulty ids pushed to the node
Correct ids pulled by the node
Faulty ids pulled by the node

g push ðtÞ=g~push ðtÞ
r push ðtÞ=~rpush ðtÞ
g pull ðtÞ=g~pull ðtÞ
rpull ðtÞ=~rpull ðtÞ

and y denotes the number of occurrences of node’s id in the
views of correct nodes (the node’s in-degree). Their fractions in views are denoted with
above. Correct (resp.,
faulty) ids propagated through pushes and pulls are denoted g (for green) (resp., r (for red)), with appropriate
superscripts for push and pull.
For example, xu ðtÞ is the number of faulty ids in node u’s
view at time t, whereas ~
xðtÞ is the system-wide fraction of
ðtÞ is the number of
faulty ids in all views at time t. g push
u
correct ids pushed to the node u, whereas g~push ðtÞ is the
system-wide fraction of correct ids pushed to all views at
time t.
Simulation setup. We validate our assumptions using
simulations with n ¼ 1000 nodes or more. Each data point
is averaged over 100 runs. For simplicity, we always use
p ¼ f . A different subset of faulty nodes push their ids to
a given correct node in each round, using a round-robin
schedule.
7.1. Balanced attack – increasing global representation of
faulty ids
We study the balanced attack, which shares the
adversarial pushes evenly among all correct nodes. Lemma B.1 in Appendix B.1 shows that this attack is most
efﬁcient in maximizing the system-wide representation
of faulty ids in a single round. Intuitively, this result is
explained as follows. The probability for an adversary’s
message to be accepted, (i.e., selected in rand on line
36 in Fig. 3), in a given round is maximized when the
message reaches a node that receives a minimal number
of pushes in that round; over-loading nodes only reduces
the adversary’s messages chances of being accepted.
However, the adversary has no information about the
number of correct pushes received by any particular correct node. Moreover, the expected number of received
pushes is the same at all the correct nodes. Therefore,
the adversary maximizes the number of faulty pushes expected to be accepted in a round by distributing them
evenly among correct nodes.
We now proceed and study the system dynamics when
a balanced attack is applied over multiple rounds. The
analysis makes two simplifying assumptions. First, we
ignore the effect of view blocking (Fig. 3, Line 35). Note
that this is a worst-case assumption, which only accelerates the deterioration of correct views. Second, we assume
that the balanced attack preserves the in-degrees and outdegrees of all correct nodes equal over time, since it does
not distinguish between correct nodes. Formally,

Assumption 7.1. For all u 2 C and all t P T 0 : xu ðtÞ ¼ xðtÞ,
and yu ðtÞ ¼ ‘1  xu ðtÞ.
Our extensive simulations closely validate the theoretical results obtained using these two assumptions.
Throughout this section we assume 0 < p < 1. The other
cases (all pushes are faulty or no faulty pushes at all) are
not interesting.
7.1.1. The evolution of ~
xðtÞ
We study the evolution of the ratio of faulty node ids in
views, ~
xðtÞ, over time. We show the existence of a parameter-dependent ﬁxed point of ~
xðtÞ and the system’s convergence to it. Since the focus is on asymptotic behavior, we
assume t  T 0 .
The following function w describes the evolution of the
expectation of ~
xðtÞ with time: if at time t, the system-wide
portion of faulty ids in views is ~
xðtÞ ¼ x, then at time t þ 1,
the expected portion of faulty ids in views will be wðxÞ.”
Deﬁnition 7.1. Assuming a ﬁxed p 2 ð0; 1Þ we deﬁne:

wðxÞ , a

p
þ bðð1  xÞx þ xÞ þ cf :
p þ ð1  pÞð1  xÞ

Notice that w is the sum of three terms. The ﬁrst, with
coefﬁcient a, captures the contribution of faulty pushes.
The second, with coefﬁcient b, captures faulty ids arriving
in pull messages. Finally, the term with coefﬁcient c captures the faulty ids returned by history samples. The following lemma proves that w describes the evolution of
~
xðtÞ with time.
Lemma 7.2. For t  T 0 , and p 2 ð0; 1Þ, the expected systemwide fraction of faulty ids evolves as

Eð~xðt þ 1ÞÞ ¼ Eðwð~xðtÞÞÞ:
Proof. Consider the re-computation of V at a correct node
u at time t. The weights of pushes, pulls, and history samples in the recomputed view are a; b and c, respectively.
Since the random selection process (Fig. 3, Lines 36 and
17–18) preserves the distribution of faulty ids in each data
source, the probability of a push- (resp., pull)-originated
entry being faulty is equal to the probability of receiving
a faulty push (resp., pulling a faulty id).
Fig. 6a illustrates the analysis of ~r push ðtÞ, the probability
of a received push to be faulty. Each correct node wastes an
expected fraction ~
xðtÞ of its a‘1 pushes because they are
sent to faulty nodes. The rest are sent with an equal
probability over each outgoing edge in VðtÞ. Since out-
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Fig. 6. Fixed point analysis illustration.

degrees and in-degrees are equal among all correct nodes
(Assumption 7.1), each correct node u receives the same
ðtÞÞ ¼
expected number of correct pushes: Eðg push
u
ðtÞ is binomially distributed,
ð1  ~
xðtÞÞa‘1 . The variable g push
u
with the number of trials equal to the total number of
pushes among all nodes with an outgoing edge to u (i.e.,
nodes v s.t. u 2 V v ðtÞ). Since this number is large, the
number of received correct pushes is approximately equal
to its expectation at all correct nodes, i.e.,
ð1  ~
xðtÞÞa‘1 , for all u.
g ush
u ðtÞ
The total number of correct pushes is a‘1 jCj, which is a
portion 1  p out of all pushes (by deﬁnition of p). Hence,
a‘1
jCj, and the number of
the total number of pushes is 1p
pa‘1
faulty pushes is 1p jCj. Since faulty pushes are perfectly
balanced among the correct nodes, u receives exactly
p
ðtÞ ¼ 1p
a‘1 faulty pushes, and their fraction among all
r push
u
received pushes is:

~r push
ðtÞ ¼
u
¼

r push
ðtÞ
u
ðtÞ
r push
u

þ

g push
ðtÞ
u

¼

p
1p

p
1p

a‘1
a‘1 þ ð1  ~xðtÞÞa‘1

p
:
p þ ð1  pÞð1  ~xðtÞÞ

Out of all push-received ids u stores a fraction of a in its
view. Hence, the expected ratio of push-originated faulty
p
.
ids in V u is a pþð1pÞð1
~
xðtÞÞ
Fig. 6b depicts the evolution of pull-originated faulty
ids. Since all correct nodes have an equal out-degree
(Assumption 7.1), a correct node is pulled with probability
1~
xðtÞ, while a faulty node is pulled with probability ~
xðtÞ.
A pulled id is faulty with probability ~
xðtÞ if it comes from a
correct node, and otherwise, it is always faulty. Hence, the
expected fraction of pull-originated faulty ids is
bðð1  ~
xðtÞÞ~
xðtÞ þ ~
xðtÞÞ.
Finally, since t  T 0 , all history samples are perfect (the
ratio of faulty ids in them is f). Hence, their expected
contribution to ~
xðt þ 1Þ is cf , and the claim follows. h
7.1.2. Fixed point existence
We now show that the system has a stable state. A value ^
x is called a ﬁxed point of ~
xðtÞ if wð~
xðtÞÞ ¼ ~
xðtÞ ¼ ^
x. To
ﬁnd the potential ﬁxed points, we substitute this into the
equation from Lemma 7.2. The following Claim immediately follows from our deﬁnitions.
Claim 7.3. For a; b; c; f 2 ½0; 1 and p 2 ð0; 1Þ, every real root
06^
x 6 1 of the equation wð~
xðtÞÞ ¼ ~
xðtÞ is a ﬁxed point of ~
xðtÞ.

To shed more light on the balanced attack’s dynamics,
we study the ﬁxed point values under speciﬁc combinations of a; b and c. Simplifying the equation wðxÞ ¼ x, we
get hðxÞ ¼ 0, where:

hðxÞ ¼ bð1  pÞx3 þ ð2bp  3b  p þ 1Þx2
þ ðcfp  cf þ 2b  1Þx þ ap þ cf :
By Claim 7.3, the ﬁxed point ^
x is a root of hð~
xÞ. We ﬁrst
establish a number of useful observations regarding the
functions wðxÞ and hðxÞ that will be used throughout our
analysis, here and in Appendix B.2. They can be shown
by straightforward calculus.
Observations
O.1 wð~
xÞ is monotonically increasing for ~
x 2 ½0; 1, since
p
~
~
~
~
~
and
x
þ
ð1

x
Þ
x
¼
2
x

x2 are monoboth pþð1pÞð1
~
xÞ
tonically increasing in this interval.
O.2 The absolute value of the ﬁrst derivative of wð~
xÞ for
x 2 ½0; 1 is bounded by a constant K.
xÞ ¼ 0;
O.3 limx!1 hðxÞ ¼ 1; hð0Þ ¼ ap þ cf P 0; hð^
hð1Þ ¼ pða þ b þ cf  1Þ 6 0, and limx!þ1 hðxÞ ¼ þ1.
hðxÞ has a single feasible root 0 < ^
x < 1 (since hðxÞ is
continuous and the other two roots lie outside
[0, 1]). In addition, hðxÞ is increasing in ð0; ^
xÞ and
decreasing in ð^
x; 1Þ.
O.4 wðxÞ > x for x 2 ð0; ^
xÞ and wðxÞ < x for x 2 ð^
x; 1Þ. This
is a straightforward application of the previous
observation.
We focus on valid roots 0 6 ^
x 6 1. A ﬁxed point ^
x ¼ 1 is
called trivial (any other value is nontrivial). The existence
of a nontrivial ﬁxed point means that there is a stable system state in which the representation of correct ids is nonzero. On the other hand, if the system is at the trivial ﬁxed
point ^
x ¼ 1, it means the views of all correct nodes hold
only faulty ids.
Fixed points with history samples. If c > 0 (i.e., history
samples are used), a trivial ﬁxed point does not exist (1 is
not a root) and a single nontrivial ﬁxed point always exists.
This is since hð0Þ P 0 and hð1Þ < 0 and by Observation O.3
a single feasible root lies in 0 6 ^
x < 1.
Fixed points without history samples. If c ¼ 0 (no history samples), then ^
x ¼ 1 is a root, i.e., a trivial ﬁxed point
exists. This is easily explainable, since if the views of all the
correct nodes are totally poisoned, then neither pulls nor
pushes can help.
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By Observation O.3 there is also a single feasible root
06^
x < 1. For example, if a ¼ b ¼ 12 and c ¼ 0, then
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pþ 4p3p2
^
x ¼ 2ð1pÞ , for 0 6 p 6 13. In contrast, if the fraction of
faulty pushes exceeds 13, the only ﬁxed point is 1.
Two more parameter combinations deserve special
interest:
(1) b ¼ 1; a ¼ c ¼ 0 (pull only, no history samples). Both
roots ^
x ¼ 0 and ^
x ¼ 1 exist, for all p. This can be easily explained by considering the initial conditions.
Since faulty nodes cannot push their own ids, if none
of the views initially contain a faulty id, correct
nodes pull only from correct nodes and the faulty
nodes will remain unrepresented. On the other
hand, as shown in Fig. 1c and d, if ~
xðT 0 Þ > 0 (faulty
nodes are initially represented) the views collapse
to ^
x ¼ 1.
(2) a ¼ 1; b ¼ c ¼ 0 (push only, no history samples). The
p
, for p 6 12 (recall that p > 0).
only valid root is ^
x ¼ 1p
That is, a nonzero fraction of correct ids can be maintained iff the majority of pushes are correct. This follows from the fact that a single correct push and a
single faulty push equally contribute to the view.
These results highlight the importance of using history
samples. Fig. 7 depicts a ﬁxed point of ~
xðtÞ for two combinations of a; b, and c and for various values of p. We see a
perfect match between theoretical analysis and
simulations.
7.1.3. Convergence to the ﬁxed point
We conclude the analysis by showing convergence to a
nontrivial ﬁxed point, if one exists.
The idea. We show (Appendix B.2) that the sequence of
expected values of ~
xðtÞ; fEð~
xðT 0 þ kÞÞg for k P 0, can be
xðT 0 ÞÞg. The
approximated by an auxiliary sequence fwk ð~
latter sequence converges to ^
x, i.e., so does the expected
value of ~
xðtÞ. We exploit the properties of w and use
well-known calculus techniques.

Fixed−point average ratio of faulty ids

1.5

Theoretical: α=β=0.5, γ=0
Simulation: α=β= 0.5, γ=0, 1000 nodes
Theoretical: α=β=0.45, γ=0.1
Simulation: α=β= 0.45, γ=0.1, 1000 nodes

1

0.5

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Average ratio of faulty pushes (p)
Fig. 7. Fixed point ^
x of the system-wide fraction of faulty ids in local
views, as a function of p, under a balanced attack.

7.2. Targeted attack
We study a targeted attack on a single correct node u,
which starts upon u’s join, which occurs at time T 0 . We
prove that u is not isolated from the overlay by showing
a lower bound on the expected time to isolation, which exceeds the upper bound on the time to a perfect correct
sample shown in Section 6 (a sufﬁcient condition for
non-isolation).
Lower bound on expected isolation time. As we seek a
lower bound, we make a number of worst-case assumptions (formally stated in Appendix C). First, we assume that
the protocol does not employ history samples (i.e., c ¼ 0),
so that S does not correct V’s bias. Next, we assume an
unrealistic adaptive adversary that observes the exact
ðtÞ, and complements
number of correct pushes to u; g push
u
ðtÞ faulty pushes – the most that
them with a‘1  g push
u
can be accepted without blocking. At the same time the
adversary maximizes its global representation through a
balanced attack on all correct nodes v–u, thus minimizing
the fraction of correct ids that u pulls from correct nodes.
Finally, we assume that u is not represented in the system
initially, and u’s initial view is taken from a random correct
node. Hence, the ratio of faulty ids in this view is at the
ﬁxed point, i.e., higher than p (Section 7.1).
Clearly, the time to isolation in VðtÞ is a lower bound on
that in N ðtÞ. We study the dynamics of u’s degree in VðtÞ,
i.e., the sum of the out-degree (the number of correct ids
in view), ‘1  xu ðtÞ, and the in-degree, yu ðtÞ. We show in
Appendix C.2 that for every two values of xu ðtÞ and yu ðtÞ,
the expected out-degree and in-degree values at t þ 1 are



‘1  Eðxu ðt þ 1ÞÞ



Eðyu ðt þ 1ÞÞ

¼ A2



‘1  xu ðtÞ

2

yu ðtÞ


;

where

A2

2

¼

bð1  ^xÞ

a

1p
bð1  ^xÞ
a pþð1pÞð1
^xÞ

!
:

Note that the coefﬁcient matrix does not depend on xu ðtÞ or
yu ðtÞ, and the sum of entries in each row is smaller than 1.
This implies that once the in-degree and the out-degree are
close, they both decay exponentially (initially, this does
not hold because u is not represented, i.e., yu ðT 0 Þ ¼ 0, but
within a few rounds, u becomes represented and ‘1  xu
and yu are close). Hence, the expected time to isolation is
logarithmic with ‘1 . Note that this process does not depend
on the number of nodes, since blocking bounds the potential attacks on u independently of the system-wide budget
of faulty pushes. Had blocking not been employed, the top
right coefﬁcient would have been 0 instead of a, because
the adversary would have completely poisoned the pushoriginated entries in V u . The decay rate would have been
much larger, leading to almost immediate isolation.
Fig. 8a depicts the dynamics of u’s expected degree (the
sum of u’s in- and out-degrees) until it becomes smaller
than 1. Simulation results closely follow our analysis. The
temporary growth in u’s degree at t ¼ 1 occurs because u
becomes represented in the system after the ﬁrst round.
When the degree becomes 1, the node is isolated. For
pﬃﬃﬃ
example, the average time to isolation for ‘1 ¼ 2 3 n is 10
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Fig. 8. Targeted attack without history samples: node degree dynamics. n ¼ 1000; p ¼ 0:2; a ¼ b ¼ 0:5; c ¼ 0. Without history samples a targeted attack
isolates u in logarithmic time in ‘1 .
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rounds. Fig. 8b depicts the same results in log-scale,
emphasizing the exponential decay of u’s degree and the
logarithmic dependency between ‘1 and time to isolation.
Upper bound on expected time to perfect correct
sample. For given values of the non-unique stream size
KðtÞ and the deﬁciency factor q (Section 6), Lemma 6.5
bounds PSPu ðtÞ, the probability for a perfect sample at time
t, from below. The expected number of correct ids observed
PT 0 þT1
by u till the end of round T is KðtÞ ¼
t¼T 0
push
pull
ðEðg u ðtÞÞ þ Eðg u ðtÞÞÞ; the expected values of g push
ðtÞ
u
and g pull
u ðtÞ are by-products of the analysis in Appendix C.
Fig. 9a depicts the deﬁciency factor q measured by our
simulations, which behaves similarly for all values of
‘1 : q P 0:4 for all t. The deﬁciency factor q was estimated
as a fraction of unique ids in the stream of correct ids. This
is actually an upper bound on q, by its deﬁnition.
Fig. 9b depicts the progress of the upper bound of Lemma 6.5 with time, with KðtÞ computed as explained above
and q ¼ 0:4. The corresponding simulation results show,
for each time t, the fraction of runs in which at least one
correct id in S u is perfect. For ‘2 P 40, the PSP becomes

Degree of u in the Neighbour List

Fig. 9. Dynamics within a targeted node (n ¼ 1000; p ¼ 0:2; a ¼ b ¼ 0:5 and c ¼ 0): (a) Fraction of unique ids in the stream of correct ids, which is an upper
bound on the deﬁciency factor q. (b) Growth of Perfect Sample Probability (PSP) with time, q ¼ 0:4. PSP becomes high quickly enough to prevent isolation.
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Fig. 10. Targeted attack: degree dynamics of an attacked node in
N ðtÞ; n ¼ 1000; p ¼ 0:2; a ¼ b ¼ 0:45 and c ¼ 0:1.

close to 1 in a few rounds, much faster than isolation happens (Fig. 8b). For ‘1 ¼ 20, it stabilizes at 0.5. The growth
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Fig. 12. System-wide fraction of faulty ids in local views, under a
^
balanced
attack.
Convergence
to
a
ﬁxed
point
x:n¼
1000; p ¼ 0:2; a ¼ b ¼ 0:5 and c ¼ 0. The theory depicts the sequence
fbk g.

stops because we run the protocol without history samples, thus u becomes isolated, and ceases observing new
correct ids. A higher PSP can be achieved by independently
increasing ‘2 , e.g., if ‘2 is 40, then the PSP grows to 0.8 (see
Fig. 5). Note that perfect samples only provide an upper
bound on self-healing time, as S u contains imperfect correct ids, and u also becomes sampled by other correct
nodes, with high probability. These factors coupled with
history samples ðc > 0Þ completely prevent u’s isolation,
as shown in Section 8.

7.2, due to the pessimistic assumptions made in the analysis (no history samples, no imperfect correct ids, etc.).
We now demonstrate the convergence of S in the correct nodes. We simulate systems with up to n ¼ 4000
pﬃﬃﬃ
nodes; ‘1 and ‘2 are set to 2 3 n. To measure the quality of
sample S under a balanced attack, we depict the fraction
of ids in S that are indeed the perfect sample over time
in Fig. 11a. Note that this criterion is conservative, since
missing a perfect sample does not automatically lead to a
biased choice. More than 50% of perfect samples are
pﬃﬃﬃ
achieved within less than 15 rounds; for ‘2 ¼ ‘1 ¼ 3 3 n,
the convergence is twice as fast. Fig. 11b depicts the evolution of the fraction of faulty ids in S. Initially, this fraction
equals f, and at ﬁrst increases, up to approximately the
ﬁxed point’s value. This is to be expected, since the ﬁrst observed samples are distributed like the original (biased)
data stream. Subsequently, as the node encounters more
unique ids, the quality of S improves, and the fraction of
faulty ids drops fast to f. The protocol exhibits almost perfect scalability, as the convergence rate is the same for
n P 2000.
9. Conclusions
We presented Brahms, a Byzantine-resilient membership sampling algorithm. Brahms stores small views, and
yet resists the failure of a linear portion of the nodes. It ensures that every node’s sample converges to a uniform one,
which was not achieved before by gossip-based membership even in benign settings. We presented extensive analysis and simulations explaining the impact of various
attacks on the membership, as well as the effectiveness
of the different mechanisms Brahms employs.

8. Putting it all together
Acknowledgements
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mechanisms separately. We now simulate the entire system. Fig. 10 depicts the degree of node u in N ðtÞ under a
targeted attack. Node u remains connected to the overlay,
thanks to history samples ðc ¼ 0:1Þ. The actual degree of
u in N ðtÞ is higher than the lower bound shown in Section
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Appendix A. Analysis – sampling
A.1. Convergence to ﬁrst perfect sample
Proposition 6.4 (Restated). Let s be a sampler. Then, for
jCj  1 and for each t > T 0 ,

PrðsðtÞ–s js 2 CÞ ¼ e

qKðtÞ
jCj

:

Proof. A sampler outputs its perfect id s once that id
occurs in the sampler’s input stream. So the probability
of sðtÞ–s is the probability that s did not appear in the
stream of during the rounds T 0 6 t0 6 t. Recall that KðtÞ is
the number of correct ids observed by the sampler from
time T 0 to t, and that a stream of length KðtÞ includes as
many random unique ids as a stream of length qKðtÞ in
which correct ids are independent and distributed uniformly at random. Let G denote a random correct id
observed by the sampler, and note that for each
1
. Then,
v 2 C; PrðG ¼ vÞ ¼ jCj

PrðsðtÞ–s js 2 CÞ ¼ PrðG–s js 2 CÞqKðtÞ
¼ ð1  PrðG ¼ s js 2 CÞÞqKðtÞ

qKðtÞ
1
¼ 1
:
jCj

moving a single push from u to v. Consider the change in
the expected cumulative fraction of push-originated faulty
ids in V u ðt þ 1Þ and V v ðt þ 1Þ following this shift (in the
other nodes, the ratio of faulty ids does not change).
The probability of a push-originated view entry at node
u being faulty, provided that RðuÞ faulty pushes were
received, is equal to the expected fraction of RðuÞ among all
pushes received by u. Note that RðuÞ is set in advance, i.e.,
without knowing the number of received correct pushes,
ðtÞ. The expected number of faulty pushes accepted
g push
u
depends on the latter as follows:

Eð~r push
jrpush
¼ RðuÞÞ ¼
u
u

PrðsðtÞ–s js 2 CÞ

From now on, we assume
equality. That is,


PrðsðtÞ–s js 2 CÞ ¼ e

1
jCj

is small enough, so we use

qKðtÞ
jCj

:



Pr½g push
ðtÞ ¼ G 
u

G¼1

RðuÞ
:
RðuÞ þ G

We need to show that

Eð~r push
jrpush
¼ RðuÞ  1Þ þ Eð~r push
jrpush
¼ RðvÞ þ 1Þ
u
u
v
v
jrpush
¼ RðuÞÞ þ Eð~r push
jr push
¼ RðvÞÞ;
> Eð~r push
u
u
v
v
i.e.,
jCj
X

Pr½g push
ðtÞ ¼ G 
u

G¼1

jCj
X
RðuÞ  1
Pr½g push
ðtÞ ¼ G
þ
v
RðuÞ  1 þ G G¼1



X
RðvÞ þ 1
Pr½g push
ðtÞ ¼ G
P
u
RðvÞ þ 1 þ G
G¼1



jCj
X
RðuÞ
Pr½g push
ðtÞ ¼ G
þ
v
RðuÞ þ G G¼1



RðvÞ
:
RðvÞ þ G

jCj

1
Since jCj
1, we use 1  x ex (1  x is the ﬁrst order Taylor expansion of ex , and is a good approximation for a
small x), and approximate the above as follows:

 1 qKðtÞ
qKðtÞ
ejCj
¼ e jCj :

jCj
X

Since all correct nodes have the same in-degree in VðtÞ
ðtÞ and g push
ðtÞ have identical (bino(Assumption 7.1), g push
u
v
mial) distributions. Hence, it is enough to show that for all
G P 0 and all RðuÞ > RðvÞ þ 1 > 0:

RðuÞ  1
RðvÞ þ 1
RðuÞ
RðvÞ
þ
P
þ
:
RðuÞ  1 þ G RðvÞ þ 1 þ G
RðuÞ þ G RðvÞ þ G

Appendix B. Balanced attack analysis

We simplify by switching sides:

B.1. Short-term optimality



We now prove that in any single round, a balanced attack maximizes the expected system-wide fraction of
faulty ids, ~
xðtÞ, among all strategies. Consider a schedule
R : C ! N that assigns a number of faulty pushes to each
correct node at round t. A schedule is balanced if for every
two correct nodes u and v, it holds that jRðuÞ  RðvÞj 6 1.
Otherwise, the schedule is unbalanced. We prove that every
unbalanced schedule is suboptimal. All balanced schedules
are equally optimal, for symmetry considerations.

Since RðuÞ  1 P RðvÞ þ 1 > 0 and RðuÞ  2 P RðvÞ > 0,
indeed

Lemma B.1. If schedule R is unbalanced, then there exists
another schedule that leads to a larger expected ratio of faulty
ids than R in round t þ 1.
Proof. Since a schedule of faulty pushes in round t does
not affect the pulls or history samples in this round, it is
enough to prove the claim for the push-originated ids. Consider two nodes, u and v, such that RðuÞ > RðvÞ þ 1. Consider an alternative schedule R0 that differs from R in

 

RðuÞ  1
RðuÞ
RðvÞ þ 1
RðvÞ


þ
P 0:
RðuÞ  1 þ G RðuÞ þ G
RðvÞ þ 1 þ G RðvÞ þ G
G
G
þ
P 0:
ðRðuÞ þ GÞðRðuÞ  1 þ GÞ ðRðvÞ þ GÞðRðvÞ þ 1 þ GÞ

G
G
þ
ðRðuÞ þ GÞðRðuÞ  1 þ GÞ ðRðvÞ þ GÞðRðvÞ þ 1 þ GÞ
G
P
ðRðuÞ þ GÞðRðuÞ  1 þ GÞ
G
þ
ðRðuÞ  2 þ GÞðRðuÞ  1 þ GÞ


G
1
1
P


RðuÞ  1 þ G RðuÞ  2 þ G RðuÞ þ G
G
2
¼

> 0:
RðuÞ  1 þ G ðRðuÞ þ GÞðRðuÞ  2 þ GÞ
As needed. h
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We conclude by showing that all balanced schedules
are equally optimal for the adversary.
Proposition B.2. Every two balanced schedules lead to the
same expected fraction of faulty ids in round t þ 1.
Proof. Consider two balanced schedule R and R0 . R can be
transformed into R0 by a sequence of moves of a single
push message from node u to node v, such that
RðuÞ ¼ RðvÞ þ 1 whereas R0 ðvÞ ¼ R0 ðuÞ þ 1. For symmetry
reasons, neither of these moves alters the expected cumulative fraction of faulty ids received by u and v. Hence, each
transformation produces a schedule that implies the same
~
xðt þ 1Þ as the previous one. h

dition with constant K iff for all x; y 2 ½a; b it holds that
jf ðxÞ  f ðyÞj 6 Kjx  yj.
Preliminary B.4. Hillam’s theorem [25]: If f : ½a; b ! ½a; b
satisﬁes the Liphschitz condition with constant K, then the
1
,
iteration scheme fxnþ1 ¼ kxn þ ð1  kÞf ðxn Þg, where k ¼ Kþ1
converges to a ﬁxed point of f.
Lemma B.5. The sequence fck g converges to the ﬁxed point
of wð~
xÞ.
Proof. Based on Observations O.1 and O.2 and by the mean
x2 2 ½0; 1 ð~
x1 6 ~
x2 Þ, there exists
value theorem, for all ~
x1 ; ~
~
x1 ; ~
x2  such that
x0 2 ½~

dw 0
ðx Þ  ð~x2  ~x1 Þ:
dx

B.2. Convergence to the ﬁxed point

wð~x2 Þ  wð~x1 Þ ¼

To capture the dynamics of ~
xðtÞ, we deﬁne the sequence
fak g, the expected system-wide fractions of faulty ids at
time T 0 þ k, as follows:

We can therefore ﬁnd a constant K satisfying the Lipschitz
condition for w in [0, 1]. Let K be such a constant, and let
1
. We are now ready to deﬁne fck g, as follows:
k ¼ Kþ1

ak ¼

~xðT 0 Þ;
k ¼ 0;
Eð~xðT 0 þ kÞÞ ¼ Eðwð~xðT 0 þ k  1ÞÞÞ; k > 0

We next deﬁne fbk g, which we use to approximate fak g.
fbk g is deﬁned as follows:

bk ¼ wk ð~xðT 0 ÞÞ;

8k P 0:

Equivalently, bk ¼ wk ðbk1 Þ. That is, fbk g is a sequence of
applying w on the expected system-wide fractions of faulty
ids in every cycle.
In order to prove convergence of fbk g, we deﬁne an auxiliary sequence fck g below. We prove that fbk g is bounded
between ^
x and fck g. Finally, we show that the latter sequence converges to ^
x, implying that so does fbk g. Since
x as well.
fbk g approximates fak g; fak g converges to ^
We now explain why fbk g can be used to approximate
fak g. Consider an element ak of fak g. Since ak is the expectation of a random variable (namely ~
xðT 0 þ kÞ), it can be
P
pi xi , where 8i : pi ¼ Pr½~
xðT 0 þ kÞ ¼ xi . By
written as ak ¼
P
pi wðxi Þ.
Lemma 7.2, akþ1 can be written as akþ1 ¼
Since ~
x is obtained as a combination of binomial distributions with many trials (we assume n to be very large), it
has a small variance, and therefore all the signiﬁcant contributors to this sum are very close to each other, i.e., they
all lie within a small segment. Moreover, since w is continuous, monotonic, and has a bounded derivative in (0,1), in
small segments, it can be approximated by a linear funcP
P
pi wðxi Þ wð pi xi Þ ¼ wðak Þ.
tion. Therefore, akþ1 ¼
Fig. 12 depicts the evolution of fbk g as a function of
time for various initial values of ~
xðT 0 Þ. The ﬁgure also depicts the actual ratio of the faulty ids in the views in the
simulation study. We can see that fbk g well approximates
the actual faulty ids fraction. fbk g’s convergence is slightly
faster because the analysis ignores blocking.
x. This is done by
We next prove that fck g converges to ^
applying Hillam’s theorem [25]. We conclude by showing
x and fck g, thus proving
that fbk g is bounded between ^
the convergence of fbk g.
Preliminary B.3. Liphschitz condition (simpliﬁed) [25]:
The function f : ½a; b ! ½a; b satisﬁes the Liphschitz con-

ck ¼

~xðT 0 Þ;

k ¼ 0;

kck1 þ ð1  kÞwðck1 Þ; k > 0

Therefore, by Hillam’s theorem (Preliminary B.4), the iter1
,
ation scheme fck ¼ kck1 þ ð1  kÞwðck1 Þg, where k ¼ Kþ1
converges to a ﬁxed point of wðxÞ for each
xðT 0 Þ 2 ½0; 1. h
c0 ¼ ~
From now on, we separate the proof into two cases:
(1) ^
x6~
xðT 0 Þ ¼ a0 ¼ b0 ¼ c0 < 1.
x.
(2) 0 6 ~
xðT 0 Þ ¼ a0 ¼ b0 ¼ c0 < ^

x (and not
Lemma B.6. If ~
xðT 0 Þ < 1, then fck g converges to ^
to ^
x ¼ 1).
Proof. For the ﬁrst case, recall that ^
x is a single nontrivial
ﬁxed point. By Observation O.4, wðxÞ < x for x 2 ð^
x; 1Þ. For
an arbitrary x 2 ð^
x; 1Þ, it holds that kx þ ð1  kÞwðxÞ < x,
i.e, the sequence fck g is monotonically decreasing with t.
Hence, this sequence cannot converge to the trivial ﬁxed
point (if one exists), i.e., it converges to ^
x. The proof for
the second case is symmetrical. h
x and fck g.
Lemma B.7. fbk g is bounded between ^
Proof. For the ﬁrst part of the claim we need to prove that
^
x 6 bk 6 ck (the second part’s proof is symmetrical). We
prove by induction on t. The basis is immediate by deﬁnix 6 bk 6 ck for k > 0. Contion of b0 and c0 . Assume that ^
sider the following statements:
We
know
that
ckþ1 ¼ kck þ
(1) wðck Þ < ckþ1 .
ð1  kÞwðck Þ > wðck Þ since wðck Þ < ck (by Observation
x; 1Þ).
O.4, wðxÞ < x for x 2 ð^
x; 1Þ and indeed ck 2 ð^
(2) wðbk Þ 6 wðck Þ, since w is monotonically increasing for
x 2 ½0; 1 (Observation O.1) and based on the induction hypothesis ðbk 6 ck Þ.
(3) wðbk Þ ¼ bkþ1 by deﬁnition of bkþ1 .
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(4) wð^
xÞ 6 wðbk Þ, since w is monotonically increasing for
x 2 ½0; 1 (Observation O.1) and based on the induction hypothesis ð^
x 6 bk Þ.
(5) ^
x ¼ wð^
xÞ by deﬁnition of ^
x.
Combining
the
above
statements
^
x ¼ wð^
xÞ 6 bkþ1 ¼ wðbk Þ 6 wðck Þ < ckþ1 , thus
the induction step. h

we
get
concluding

Since the balanced attack does not distinguish between
correct nodes, the same result holds for ~
xu ðtÞ, for each correct node u.
Appendix C. Targeted attack analysis
This section analyzes the dynamics of a targeted attack
on a single correct node.
C.1. Assumptions
We use the following assumptions on the environment
in order to bound the time to isolation from below.
Assumption C.1 (No history samples). c ¼ 0, which is
equivalent to the worst-case assumption that the expected
ratio of faulty ids in S at all times is equal to that in the id
stream observed by the node (i.e., history samples are
ineffective).
Assumption C.2 (Unrealistically strong adversary). In each
round t P T 0 , the adversary observes the exact number
ðtÞ, and complements
of correct pushes received by u; g push
u
it with faulty pushes to a‘1 (i.e., the maximal number of
faulty ids that can be accepted without blocking). Formally,
ðtÞ , maxða‘1  g push
ðtÞ; 0Þ.
r push
u
u
Assumption C.3 (Background attack on the rest of the system). The adversary maximizes its global representation
through a balanced attack on all correct nodes v – u. At
time T 0 , the system-wide expected fraction of faulty ids
is at the ﬁxed point ^
x. (Note that this attack minimizes
the fraction of correct ids that u can pull from correct
nodes.)
Assumption C.4 Fresh attacked node. u joins the system
at T 0 . It is initially not represented in any correct node’s
view and u’s initial view is taken from a random correct
node.
We assume that the effect of u on the entire system’s
dynamics is negligible. Hence, we assume that the out-degrees and the in-degrees of all correct nodes except u are
equal at all times (Assumption 7.1), and these nodes do
not block (Section 7.1 showed that the system-wide effect
of blocking is marginal).
C.2. Node degree dynamics
We study the dynamics of the degree of the attacked
node u VðtÞ. Consider a set of triples fðX; Y; tÞg, each standing for a state fxu ðtÞ ¼ X ^ yu ðtÞ ¼ Yg, for X 2 f0; . . . ;
‘1 g; Y 2 f0; . . . ; jCj‘1 g. Each t deﬁnes a probability space,
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P
i.e., X;Y Pr½ðX; Y; tÞ ¼ 1. Since u is initially not represented,
the only states that have non-zero probability for t ¼ T 0 are
those for which Y ¼ 0. The probability distribution over
these states is identical to the distribution of xu ðT 0 Þ. Since
u borrows its initial view from a random collection of corxÞ.
rect nodes, xu ðT 0 Þ Binð‘1 ; ^
We now develop probability spaces for each t > T 0 . The
notation Pr½ðX 0 ; Y 0 ; t þ 1ÞjðX; Y; tÞ stands for the probability
of transition from state ðX; Y; tÞ to state ðX 0 ; Y 0 ; tÞ. That is,
P
Pr½ðX 0 ; Y 0 ; t þ 1Þ ¼ X;Y Pr½ðX 0 ; Y 0 ; tþ1ÞjðX; Y; tÞ  Pr½ðX; Y; tÞ.
0
To analyze Pr½ðX ; Y 0 ; t þ 1ÞjðX; Y; tÞ we separately consider
four independent random variables: the number of pushðtÞ and
and pull-originated entries in V u , (denoted xpush
u
ðtÞ), and the number of push- and pull-propagated inxpull
u
ðtÞ
stances of u in the views of correct nodes (denoted ypush
u
ðtÞ). The ﬁrst two affect X 0 whereas the last two afand ypull
u
fect Y 0 . We now demonstrate how conditional probability
distributions for these variables are computed. For convenience, we omit the conditioning on ðX; Y; tÞ from further
notation.
ðtÞ: Since the system is at the ﬁxed point, the probypull
u
ability of pulling from some other correct node is ð1  ^
xÞ.
ðt þ 1Þ is a binomially distributed variable,
Hence, ypull
u
with the number of trials equal to the total number of correct pulls, ð1  ^
xÞb‘1 jCj, and the probability of success equal
to the chance of an entry in a 
random node’s view
 being u,
ðt þ 1Þ Bin ð1  ^
xÞb‘1 jCj; ‘1YjCj . Note that
namely ‘1YjCj : ypull
u
ðt þ 1ÞÞ ¼ bð1  ^
xÞY.
Eðypull
u
ðtÞ: By Lemma 7.2, the number of pushes that reach
ypush
u
^
. Denote the number of
correct nodes is a‘1 jCj ð1xÞð1pÞþp
1p
pushes from u to correct nodes in round t by zu ðtÞ. This is
a binomially distributed variable with a‘1 trials and prob

ability of success equal to 1  ‘X1 : zu ðtÞ Bin a‘1 ; 1  ‘X1 .
For a given zu ðtÞ ¼ Z, since the total number of push-originated entries is a‘1 jCj, the number of
 push-propagated in
push
Z
.
stances of u is yu ðt þ 1jZÞ Bin a‘1 jCj; a‘ jCj ð1
p
^
ð xÞþ1pÞ
1
1p
ðt
þ
1jZÞÞ
¼
Z
.
Hence,
since
Z
is
Note that Eðypush
u
pþð1pÞð1^
xÞ
independent on p and ^
x,

1p
p þ ð1  pÞð1  ^xÞ
1p
¼ að‘1  XÞ 
:
p þ ð1  pÞð1  ^xÞ

Eðypush
ðt þ 1ÞÞ ¼ EðZÞ
u

xpull
ðtÞ: A pull from a faulty node (which happens with
u
probability ‘X1 ) produces a faulty id with probability 1,
otherwise the probability to receive a faulty id is ^
x. Hence,


X
X ^
the probability of pulling a faulty id is ‘1 þ 1  ‘1 x. That is,
the number of pull-originated faulty ids in u’s view is


 
ðt þ 1Þ Bin b‘1 ; ‘X1 þ 1  ‘X1 ^
ðt þ 1ÞÞ ¼
x (i.e., Eðxpull
xpull
u
u
xÞ).
bðX þ ð‘1  XÞ^
We also compute the expected number of correct ids
(with duplicates) pulled by u, which we need for estimating the size of the id stream that traverses this node (Section 7.2). Since u performs b‘1 pulls, and the expected
number of correct ids pulled from a random node is
ð1  ^
xÞ‘1 ,
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X
 b‘1  ð1  ^xÞ‘1 ¼ ð1  ^xÞ‘1 ð‘1  XÞ:
Eðg pull
1
u ðtÞÞ ¼
‘1
xpush
ðtÞ: The number of push-originated ids, xpush
ðt þ 1Þ,
u
u
depends on the number of correct pushes received by
ðtÞ. The latter is a binomially distributed variable,
u; g push
u
with the number of trials equal to the total number of correct pushes, a‘1 jCj, and the probability of success equal to
the chance of an entry in a random
node’s
view being u,



namely

ðtÞÞ
Eðg push
u

Y
‘1 jCj

: g push
ðtÞ
u

Bin a‘1 jCj; ‘1YjCj

(Note

that

¼ aY. This value is of independent use for evaluating the size of the id stream that traverses u (Section
7.2)).
An expected representation of a correct node different
from u in the system is ð1  ^
xÞ‘1 . Since u is under-represented (Y < ð1  ^
xÞ‘1 with high probability), the probability of receiving above a‘1 correct pushes is low, and
hence, we ignore the case of u being blocked by exceedingly many correct pushes. On the other hand, faulty
pushes cannot block u either (Assumption C.2), and therefore, we assume that u never blocks. If G 6 a‘1 correct
pushes are received, the adversary complements the number of pushes to the maximum allowed (Assumption C.2),
i.e., the fraction of faulty pushes to u is 1  aG‘1 . Hence, the
number of push-originated
faulty ids in u’s view is


ðt þ 1jGÞ Bin a‘1 ; 1  aG‘1 . In other words,
xpush
u

Eðxpush
ðt
u

þ 1ÞÞ ¼ a‘1

!


Eðg push
ðtÞÞ
aY
u
¼ a‘1 1 
1
a‘1
a‘1

¼ að‘1  YÞ:
Putting it all together. Summing up, the expected values
of in-degree and out-degree can be written as


 
ðt þ 1ÞÞ þ Eðxpull
ðt þ 1ÞÞÞ
‘1  ðEðxpush
‘1  Eðxu ðt þ 1ÞÞ
u
u
¼
Eðypush
ðt þ 1ÞÞ þ Eðypull
ðt þ 1ÞÞ
Eðyu ðt þ 1ÞÞ
u
u
!
‘1  ðað‘1  YÞ þ bðX þ ð‘1  XÞ^xÞÞ
¼
1p
^
að‘1  XÞ pþð1pÞð1
^xÞ þ bð1  xÞ
! 

bð1  ^xÞ
a
‘1  xu ðtÞ
¼

:
1p
a pþð1pÞð1^xÞ bð1  ^xÞ
yu ðtÞ
Since we have shown that u does not block with high probability, and Section 7.1 demonstrated that the effect of
blocking on the rest of correct nodes is negligible, we assume that all views are recomputed in each round.
That is,

Pr½xu ðt þ 1Þ ¼ X 0 jðX; Y; tÞ
X
Pr½xpush
ðtÞ ¼ X 01 jðX; Y; tÞ  Pr½xpull
ðtÞ
¼
u
u
X 01 þX 02 ¼X 0

¼ X 02 jðX; Y; tÞ
and

Pr½yu ðt þ 1Þ ¼ Y 0 jðX; Y; tÞ
X
Pr½ypush
ðtÞ ¼ Y 01 jðX; Y; tÞ  Pr½ypull
ðtÞ
¼
u
u
Y 01 þY 02 ¼Y 0

¼ Y 02 jðX; Y; tÞ:
Since the computations of X 0 and Y 0 are independent, we
conclude:

Pr½ðX 0 ; Y 0 ; tÞjðX; Y; tÞ ¼ Pr½xu ðt þ 1Þ
¼ X 0 jðX; Y; tÞ  Pr½yu ðt þ 1Þ
¼ Y 0 jðX; Y; tÞ:
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